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When gushing leads to blushing: Inflated praise leads socially anxious children to blush

Milica Nikolić, Eddie Brummelman, Cristina Colonnese, Wieke de Vente, Susan M. Bögels

Abstract

Blushing is an involuntary reddening of the face that typically occurs when people are concerned about making negative impressions on others. Although people typically blush for their missteps or misdeeds, Darwin observed that some people, and especially children, also blush when they are lavished with praise. We theorize that socially anxious children blush when praised in inflated ways because they believe they do not match the inflated image others hold of them. This praise-induced blushing might be particularly common in late childhood, when children’s worries about their social image escalate. In this randomized experiment, 105 children (ages 8–12, 85% Caucasian) sang in front of an audience. Afterwards, children received inflated praise (“You sang incredibly well!”), noninflated praise (“You sang well!”), or no praise. Children’s physiological blushing was assessed through photoplethysmography and a temperature sensor. As predicted, inflated praise— but not noninflated praise— increased blushing in socially anxious children. This emerged for blood pulse amplitude changes (AC reactivity) and self-reported blushing, not for blood volume (DC reactivity) and temperature changes. Socially anxious children may blush to “apologize” in advance for not being as incredible as others think they are. Thus, blushing may be elicited in situations that seem benign but actually evoke the fear of being evaluated negatively.

1. Introduction

“Many children, as well as old and sensitive persons blush, when they are much praised” (Darwin, 1872, p. 327, p. 327)

To survive in the everyday social world, people have to attend to the social norms and rules of their social group. When they break these norms and rules, they may blush. Blushing, “the most human of all expressions” (Darwin, 1872, p. 309), is an innate biological response that typically occurs when people are concerned about making negative impressions on others (Leary & Meadows, 1991). That being the case, it is surprising that, as Darwin (1872) observed, some people, and especially children, even blush when there is no indication of wrongdoing, namely when they are lavished with praise. In a randomized experiment using physiological assessments of blushing, we put this possibility to its first empirical test. We focused on the key phase of late childhood (ages 8–12), when blushing becomes especially common.

1.1. Causes and nature of blushing

Blushing involves an instant reddening of the face due to an accumulation of blood in the superficial venous plexus of the facial skin in socially charged situations (Drummond, 1997, 2013; Leary & Meadows, 1991). Darwin (1872) suggested that it is “the thinking what others think of us, which excites a blush” (p. 327). Indeed, a growing body of work shows that people blush when they feel that there is a possibility of making a negative impression on people whose approval they seek (De Jong & Dijk, 2013; Leary, Britt, Cutlip, & Templeton, 1992). For example, people blush when they feel exposed, such as when they are caught tripping over their own feet or wearing the wrong outfit to a formal event (Crozier, 2004; Leary et al., 1992). In these contexts, blushing has a social function: It communicates to others that we share their rules and norms and that we care about their judgments, thereby appeasing others and minimizing their disapproval (Castelfranchi & Poggi, 1990; De Jong, 1999).

The ability to blush arises in early childhood, when children become able to see themselves as an object of social evaluation (Lewis, 1995; 2000). Consequently, they start evaluating themselves through the eyes of others (Leary et al., 1992; Lewis, 2000), which can lead them to blush when they fear that others may evaluate them negatively (Leary et al., 1992). Blushing then becomes especially common in late
childhood, when children strongly desire to make favorable impressions on others and fear making unfavorable ones (Beidel & Turner, 1988; Westenberg, Drewes, Goedhart, Siebelink, & Treffers, 2004).

1.2. Blushing and praise

Scholars have speculated that children may blush when they are praised by others (Darwin, 1872; Leary et al., 1992). In Western societies, praise is among the most common types of feedback that children receive (Brummelman, 2018; Dijkstra, Kuyper, van der Werf, Buunk, & van der Zee, 2008). Parents, teachers, and educators often give children overly positive, inflated praise (Brummelman, Crocker, & Bushman, 2016; Brummelman, Thomaes, de Castro, Overbeek, & Bushman, 2014). For example, rather than telling children that they performed well, they may tell them that they performed incredibly well. But inflated praise may not affect all children equally. As Darwin (1872) noted, it may be especially consequential for those who are sensitive to other people’s opinions: socially anxious children.

Social anxiety refers to the fear of being judged negatively by other people in social situations in which the person is exposed to the scrutiny and evaluations of others (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Socially anxious children are especially prone to blushing in aversive social settings, such as performing in front of others, because they fear making an unfavorable impression (Nikolić, Colonnesi, de Vente, & Bögels, 2016). According to the cognitive model of social anxiety (Clark & Wells, 1995; Rapee & Heimberg, 1997; Voncken, Bögels, & de Vries, 2003), socially anxious individuals underestimate their own abilities and overestimate others’ expectations of them, and therefore fear not being able to meet others’ expectations. Because of this fear, they often seek appeasement and blush frequently (Bögels et al., 2010; Stein & Bouwer, 1997).

When socially anxious children are praised in inflated ways, they may feel overwhelmed. They could perceive the praise as undeserved (Castelfranchi & Poggi, 1990; Crozier, 2001, 2004) and may believe that they cannot live up to the inflated image others have of them (Brummelman et al., 2014), and thus fear others’ negative evaluations of them (Wallace & Alden, 1997). They may blush to apologize, non-verbally, for not being as incredible as other people think they are. By contrast, when socially anxious children are praised in noninflated ways, they may believe that the praise sets a reasonable standard for them. Thus, they may believe they can live up to the praise, and have no reason to blush. Although this hypothesis has never been tested directly, indirect evidence suggests that being lavished with praise may lead socially anxious individuals to fear social rejection (Alden & Wallace, 1995; Wallace & Alden, 1997; Weeks, Heimberg, Rodebaugh, Goldin, & Gross, 2012).

1.3. Physiological blushing

Existing research has predominantly measured blushing through self-report. However, people often underestimate or overestimate their blushing. Socially anxious individuals, for example, routinely overestimate their actual blushing (Nikolić, Colonnesi, de Vente, Drummond, & Bögels, 2015). Overcoming this limitation of self-report, we measured children’s actual, physiological blushing response. Physiological blushing is reflected in cheek blood flow and temperature (Cooper & Gerlach, 2013; Shearn, Bergman, Hill, Abel, & Hinds, 1990). Blood flow can be assessed through photoplethysmography, which has two components: alternating current (AC) and direct current (DC). Its fluctuating AC component reflects blood pulse amplitude (i.e., blood volume change with each heartbeat), which acts quickly (Swain & Grant, 1989). Its DC component reflects the average level of blood volume and represents blood pooling in the arteries, veins, and capillaries, which acts slowly (Allen, 2007). In addition, changes in cheek temperature, which are caused by increases in blood flow and consequent vasodilation and occur later than changes in blood flow, can be assessed through a temperature sensor (Peper, Harvey, Lin, Tylova, & Moss, 2007). Thus, blood pulse amplitude (AC) indexes immediate changes in blushing, whereas blood volume (DC) and temperature changes index slowly emerging changes (Cooper & Gerlach, 2013).

1.4. Present experiment

Here, we report a randomized experiment in which we examined, for the first time, whether inflated praise leads socially anxious children to blush. We focused on the key age of late childhood (ages 8–12). Children and their parents first completed well-established questionnaires of children’s social anxiety. Children were then invited to sing a song on stage in front of a small audience. Afterwards, a “professional singer” gave them inflated praise, noninflated praise, or no praise at all. We measured children’s blushing by assessing blood pulse amplitude (AC), blood volume (DC), and temperature changes in the cheek. We hypothesized that inflated praise would increase blushing in socially anxious children.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Participants were 105 children (56% girls) aged 8–12 (Mage = 9.50 years, SD = 1.18 year; 85% Caucasian) recruited through public elementary schools in the low to upper-class neighborhoods in the Netherlands to take part in a larger study about socio-cognitive and physiological indices of social anxiety. They were accompanied by one of their parents (77% mothers) aged 25–60 (Mage = 43.00 years, SD = 6.15 years), who had relatively high educational levels (M = 3.50, SD = 0.65, from: 1 = primary school degree, 2 = secondary school degree, 3 = college degree, 4 = university degree or higher). Parents provided active informed consent for their children and for themselves. The study was approved by the Ethics Review Board of the University of Amsterdam.

We selected our sample size to achieve sufficient statistical power. Based on previous research on contextual effects on blushing in socially anxious individuals (e.g., Drummond et al., 2003), we expected a moderate-sized interaction between praise and social anxiety on blushing. Power analysis showed that our sample size ensured sufficient power (0.89) for detecting a moderate-sized interaction (α = 0.05, two-tailed; Champely, 2015; Cohen, 1988).

2.2. Procedure

Social anxiety. Children visited the Family lab of the University of Amsterdam with one parent. Both the child and the parent completed the Social Phobia Anxiety Inventory, a well-established questionnaire to index child’s social anxiety (child report: SPAI-C, Beidel, Turner, & Morris, 1998; Utens, Ferdinand, & Bögels, 2000; parental report: SPAI-C-P, Beidel, Turner, Hamlin, & Morris, 2001). Both versions of the questionnaire consist of 26 items and a 3-point Likert response scale (0 = never, 2 = always) child report: M = 0.45, SD = 0.32, Cronbach α = 0.96; parental report: M = 0.44, SD = 0.34, Cronbach α = 0.94). Sample items include: “I feel anxious when I am with other girls, boys, or adults and I am in the center of attention (when everyone is looking at me)” in the child report version and “My child feels anxious when she/he is with other girls, boys, or adults and she/he is in the center of attention (everyone is looking at her/him)” in the parent-report version. Because child report and parent report were correlated, r (99) = 0.50, p < .001, we standardized the scores and averaged them into a composite. Results remained the same when child-report and parent-reported scores were analyzed separately (see Robustness Analyses).

Praise. After completing the questionnaires, parents were asked to stay in the waiting room while children joined the experimenter to the
lab room. Children were invited to stand on the stage and sing a song of their choosing, in front of a two-person audience: the experimenter and a camera-woman, who was taping the entire performance with a classic movie-style camera (see Fig. 1). Children were told that the recording of the performance would be watched by a “professional singer,” who was waiting in another room. Children sang for about one minute and were then told that the camera-woman would bring the recording to the professional singer. After two minutes, the professional singer (who was blind to the study hypotheses) came into the room and told the children that she had watched their recorded performance. Children were randomly assigned to conditions. In the noninfluenced-praise condition \((n = 31)\), she said: “You sang well!” In the inflamed-praise condition \((n = 37)\), she said: “You sang incredibly well!” In the control condition \((n = 37)\), she did not praise children. Instead, she said: “I saw your performance and I heard you sing a song.” Afterwards, participants were thoroughly debriefed and thanked for participation.

**Blushing.** Because this was the first study on physiological blushing in school-aged children, we included the physiological indices that have been proven to reliably index blushing in adults, namely blood pulse amplitude (AC), blood volume (DC), and cheek temperature (Cooper & Gerlach, 2013; Shearn et al., 1990). The blushing response to praise was measured with an infrared-reflective photoplethysmograph device that was both AC and DC coupled. The alternating current (AC) component represents blood pulse amplitude and the direct current (DC) component of the signal represents blood volume (Allen, 2007). The photoplethysmograph output signal was amplified and filtered (low-pass, 0.75 Hz, 12 dB/oct for the DC signal; high-pass, 0.5 Hz, 36 dB/oct for the AC signal). The DC and AC output signals were converted to arbitrary values in the range of 0–65 535 (16-bit ADC) at a speed of 200 S/s. Cheek temperature was monitored unilaterally with a platinum PT1000 temperature sensor fastened to the skin on the cheekbone of the right cheek, next to the infrared probe of the photoplethysmograph transducer.

To control for individual differences in skin characteristics (Drummond, 2013), we calculated the percentage increase from the 2-min period before the praise was influenced by blushing in the singing phase. We found that absolute blushing values in the 2-min period before the praise did not correlate with children’s social anxiety levels for any of the blushing indices (all \(p > .100\)). Thus, we ensured that this phase was not differentially influenced by social anxiety or blushing during the preceding singing phase.

Using the 30-s interval after the praise ensured that we captured fast and large changes in facial blood flow and temperature caused by blushing (Cooper & Gerlach, 2013; Gerlach, Wilhelm, Gruber, & Roth, 2001; Shearn et al., 1990). Blushing indexed as blood flow peaks within 15s after the onset of the blush (Gerlach et al., 2001; Shearn et al., 1990) and temperature rises even more slowly (Cooper & Gerlach, 2013). Accordingly, on average from before to after the praise, blood pulse amplitude (AC) increased 27% \((SD = 48\%)\), blood volume increased 5% \((SD = 28\%)\), and check temperature increased 0.27% \((SD = 0.77\%)\).

### 3. Results

Nine children were excluded from the analyses because (a) the expert did not follow wording of the condition the child was assigned to (e.g., saying “you sang well” instead of “you sang incredibly well”) \((n = 3)\); (b) the electrodes for blushing were not properly attached to the cheek \((n = 1)\); (c) the child was younger than 8, the minimum age for inclusion \((n = 1)\); or (d) the physiological equipment failed during the task \((n = 4)\). Social anxiety levels did not differ between children who were excluded versus included in the analyses, \(t(103) = 0.44, p = .658\), \(d = -0.15\), 95% CI [-0.84, 0.53].

Social anxiety and temperature scores were normally distributed, but AC and DC reactivity were skewed. We logarithm-transformed them, which improved their distribution. There were no differences between conditions in age, gender, and social anxiety of children, Wilks’ \(\lambda = 0.94, F(6, 180) = 0.95, p = .460\), \(d = -0.36\), 95% CI [-0.79, 0.08] for age, \(d = -0.26\), 95% CI [-0.70, 0.17] for gender, and \(d = 0.05\), 95% CI [-0.38, 0.49] for social anxiety, indicating successful random assignment. Gender was not related to AC, DC, temperature reactivity, or social anxiety, \(F(4, 88) = 1.36, p = .253\), \(d = 0.25\), 95% CI [-0.17, 0.66].

#### 3.1. Main analyses

Table 1 reports descriptive statistics and raw correlations. We conducted three multiple linear regression analyses predicting AC, DC, and temperature reactivity with praise as two dummy coded variables (dummy 1: 1 = noninfluenced praise, 0 = otherwise; dummy 2: 1 = inflamed praise, 0 = otherwise), social anxiety (continuous, standardized), and their interactions as predictors. For AC reactivity, there were no main effects of praise and social anxiety, \(R^2 = 0.01, F(3, 92) = 0.38, p = .767\). Adding the interactions between praise and social anxiety to

![Fig. 1. Experimental setting. Children first performed in front of an audience (left panel) and were then praised by the “professional singer” (right panel).](image-url)
the model significantly improved the model, $R^2 \Delta = 0.11$, $F(2, 90) = 5.39, p = .006$. As shown in Table 2, the interaction between social anxiety and inflated praise was significant. Simple-slope analysis indicated that, as predicted, social anxiety was associated with stronger blushing (AC reactivity) in the inflated-praise condition, $\beta = 0.40$, $SE = 0.18$, $p = .032$, bootstrapped 95% CI [0.03, 0.76], but was unrelated to blushing in the noninflated-praise condition, $\beta = 0.17$, $SE = 0.19$, $p = .27$, bootstrapped 95% CI [-0.05, 0.21]. Social anxiety was associated with weaker blushing in the no-praise condition, $\beta = -0.16$, $SE = 0.25$, $p = .13$, bootstrapped 95% CI [-0.46, 0.15]. Social anxiety was associated with greater blushing in the noninflated-praise condition, $\beta = 0.48$, $SE = 0.21$, $p = .021$, bootstrapped 95% CI [-0.90, 0.07]. Regions of significance (Johnson & Neyman, 1936) analysis demonstrated that, relative to noninflated and no praise, inflated praise increased blushing in children high in social anxiety ($M > 1.3$ SD) and decreased blushing in children low in social anxiety ($M < 0.5$ SD) (Fig. 2).

There were no effects of praise, social anxiety, or their interactions on blushing as indexed through DC and temperature reactivity (Table 2). Thus, inflated praise specifically impacted the fast-responding (AC) rather than the slow-changing (DC and temperature) component of blushing in socially anxious children.

### 3.2. Robustness analyses

To examine the robustness of our findings, we repeated the analyses separately for children's self-reported and parent-reported social anxiety (rather than their averaged score) and with raw AC and DC reactivity (rather than the logarithm transformed scores). All results remained the same, attesting to their robustness. Although not the main focus of our research, we assessed children's blushing through self-reports; the result replicates the pattern of results found for AC reactivity (see Supplemental Material).

### 4. Discussion

Almost 150 years ago, Darwin speculated that being praised excessively can cause people, and especially children, to blush. Our experiment put this hypothesis to its first empirical test. We focused on the key developmental phase of late childhood, when children start being especially concerned about others' evaluations of them. Children were invited to sing a song on stage in front of a small audience and were then praised in inflated ways, noninflated ways, or not at all. As predicted, inflated praise— unlike moderately positive, noninflated praise—causes children to blush, particularly those children who are highly socially anxious. This emerged for blood pulse amplitude changes (AC reactivity) and self-reported blushing, not for blood volume (DC reactivity) and temperature changes. Attesting to the specificity of this effect, inflated and non-inflated praise differed in just one word: “incredibly.” Our results are robust: They replicated across multiple informants of children's social anxiety and self-reported blushing. However, we found this effect for physiological blushing indexed as AC reactivity, but not as DC and temperature reactivity.

### 4.1. Theoretical implications

Our findings have novel implications for existing theories of blushing. Social attention theory of blushing holds that praise can lead people to blush because it puts them in the center of unwanted attention (Leary et al., 1992). Our findings suggest that inflated praise, but not noninflated praise, puts socially anxious children in the center of unwanted attention, leading them to blush. Unlike noninflated praise, inflated praise conveys to children that others have inflated views of them. Because socially anxious children hold themselves in low regard (Rapee & Heimberg, 1997) and fear that others will reject them...
(American Psychiatric Association, 2013), inflated praise may feel undeserved and may seem discrepant from their self-image (Swann, 2012). They may fear that others will continue to expect from them to fulfill the high standards of inflated image in the future and that they will not be able to live up to these high standards (Alden & Wallace, 1995; Wallace & Alden, 1997). At the same time, socially anxious children may worry that others will evaluate them negatively because they socially transgress by accepting undeserved praise. As a result of these processes, socially anxious children may blush to appease others, thereby avoiding social rejection (Castelfranchi & Poggi, 1990; also see De Jong & Dijk, 2013).

An alternative interpretation is that socially anxious children, because of their lingering self-doubt (Rapee & Heimberg, 1997) and their tendency to interpret positive events negatively (Alden, Taylor, Mellings, & Laposa, 2008), may not believe that others honestly mean to praise them. Rather, they may think that others praise them insincerely or by mistake, which can make them feel foolish or embarrassed. These feelings can lead to blushing (Edelmann, 1985).

Past research shows that socially anxious children blush in response to experiences that are clearly aversive to them, such as speaking in public (American Psychiatric Association, 2013; Bögels et al., 2010; Nikolić et al., 2016; Nikolić, de Vente, Colonnesi, & Bögels, 2016). Our findings demonstrate, however, that socially anxious children can also blush in response to experiences that are seemingly benign, such as being praised in inflated ways. Interestingly, it seems that inflated praise makes socially anxious people feel at risk for social rejection as much as aversive social situations do, namely by raising the possibility that they will disappoint others or embarrass themselves in front of others.

Whereas most prior work relied on self-reported blushing or a single physiological index of blushing, we measured all its core physiological aspects. Inflated praise led to an increase in blood pulse amplitude (AC), but not in blood volume (DC) or cheek temperature. This was unexpected but may be explained by the fact that AC is the fast-changing component influenced by heart pulsations (Allen, 2007). By contrast, DC is the slow-changing component of plethysmograph output that reflects overall amount of blood in vessels (Allen, 2007). Cheek temperature changes even more slowly, only after the skin of the measured area has been influenced by the increases in blood flow (Cooper & Gerlach, 2013).

Our findings concur with those of prior studies, showing that social anxiety in children aged 4.5 relates to AC reactivity, which rises quickly, but not DC reactivity, which rises slowly (Nikolić et al., 2016). This may be because different measures of physiological blushing have a different time-offset (Cooper & Gerlach, 2013; Drummond, 2013). Some researchers also speculated that fast and slow changes in blood flow seem to arise from different physiological and psychological processes. Fast changes in blood flow may result from the quickly-acting active sympathetic vasodilatation (Drummond, 1997) and may reflect transient states of embarrassment marked by short blushes that disappear quickly (Voncken & Bögels, 2009) whereas more slowly occurring changes in blood volume may result from hormonal mechanisms (Drummond, 1997) and may reflect blushing that results from social stress due to a prolonged social exposure (Nikolić et al., 2016; Voncken & Bögels, 2009). In our study, the expert’s inflated praise likely induced quick blushes of embarrassment, rather than blushing that reflected social stress due to prolonged exposure. Future research is needed to test the robustness of this pattern of results in different samples of children.

Two findings were unexpected. First, inflated praise reduced blushing in socially non-anxious children. These children are typically self-confident in social situations and expect others to have highly positive opinions of them (Ginsburg, La Greca, & Silverman, 1998). After performing, they may expect others to lavish them with praise; and when others do not, they may blush because they feel ashamed or humiliated. Second, children with higher social anxiety blushed less when not praised at all. Children were not informed beforehand that they would be evaluated by the singer; thus, the absence of praise may not have worried them. In fact, because socially anxious children are concerned with the possibility that they may be evaluated negatively (American Psychiatric Association, 2013; Ollendick & Hirshfeld-Becker, 2002), the absence of any evaluation (even if positive) could reduce their worries about being evaluated negatively, and thus reduce their blushing. Future research should replicate these findings and probe...
4.2. Practical and clinical implications

Social anxiety is a common and prevalent phenomenon in Western societies that prevents youth from taking an active role in social life (Bögels & Stein, 2009). Socially anxious children avoid situations that makes them feel uncomfortable (e.g., situations in which they blush, with recent research showing that being praised in in

4.3. Strengths, limitations, and future research

Strengths of our study include its stringent and well-powered experimental design, its physiological assessment of blushing, its precise developmental timing, and its replication of results across multiple informants of children's social anxiety and across physiological and self-reported blushing. Our study also has limitations. First, our study was conducted in a typical Western country. Western society believes strongly in the power of inflated praise (Brummelman et al., 2016; Miller, Wang, Sandel, & Cho, 2002). Compared to children from Western countries, children from non-Western countries might not be used to being praised in inflated ways. Future research should examine whether the blush-inducing effects of praise are more pronounced in children from non-Western versus Western cultures. Second, in our study, children were praised by a "professional singer," someone with authority in children's eyes. Because socially anxious individuals attach great weight to people's authority (Schlenker & Leary, 1982), they might be more likely to blush when praised by someone with versus without such authority. Future research should examine this possibility.

5. Conclusion

Our study reveals that socially anxious children blush not only because of mishaps and wrongdoings but also for the seemingly benign experience of being lavished with praise. They may blush to “apologize” in advance for not being as incredible as others think they are.
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